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but within each group. In a sense, customers, like doctors, are com-
peting against each other for scarce resources.
On the whole, therefore, it is difficult to see the "customers" -in

the abstract as it were-having a very coherent or active part to play in
determining medicoeconomic priorities. Locally the new community
health councils may be able to articulate the views of some sections
of the N.H.S. consumers. But one of the interesting questions about
their future development is just how representative they will turn out
to be: for which groups of the population they will speak. (After all,
conceivably, just as medical priorities have been largely determined
by powerful specialties, so customer priorities may in future reflect
the views of powerful, minority pressure groups).
More hopefully, there is the role of Parliament. One of the odder

aspects about the whole debate on N.H.S. reorganization and the
current Government's proposals for further changes has been that-
while everyone has theologized about whether the new structure is
too managerial or bureaucratic-hardly anyone has bothered to point
out that, in a Parliamentary democracy like Britain's, strengthening-
democracy in a public service should mean strengthening Parliament's
ability to review, monitor, and influence policy. It is at this level-
that of elite, informed opinion-that the various views of N.H.S.
consumers about national priorities can be most effectively expressed,
particularly through the Expenditure Committee system.

New Forms of Treatment

But, leaving aside the formal machinery, what are the views of the
customers about medicoeconomic priorities when it comes to new
forms of treatment? The answer is that no one knows. For what it is
worth, my own view is that in medicine-as in other areas of expensive
technology-Britain may no longer be able to afford to be in the van
of progress: that when it comes to pioneering forms of treatment
involving heavy expenditure, this sort of development ought to be
left to rich countries like the United States, Germany, or Sweden.
When techniques are fully proved, and costs have been brought down,
Britain may then be able to afford to introduce them.
This is the view of one customer, rather than the view of the cus-

tomers of the N.H.S. Probably most people are less interested in those
outputs of a health service which are reflected in statistics than in
what have been called affective outputs.2 Saving a large number of
anonymous lives may make less of an impact than saving a few specific,
identified people. The former may make a great deal of sense in cost-
effectiveness terms; the latter seems to carry far more weight in
providing reassurance to the customer. The symbolic outputs of the
N.H.S.-the fact that it represents, as it were, society's commitment
to care for the weak and helpless-may thus be given more weight
than its effective outputs which can be translated into economic terms.
Hence there may be considerable public support for pursuing new
methods of treatment which-though irrational in that they pre-empt
resources which could be far more effectively used in other ways-
symbolize the N.H.S.'s willingness to mobilize skill and effort to
save the life of an individual.

But it may be (speculatively) that economic rationality and emotional
rationality would agree on one point. This is that the desirability of
introducing new forms of treatment should be measured not by their
success in extending the length of life but by their success in enhancing
its quality. Given this sort of approach, new methods of treatment
which enhance people's prospect of leading a full and independent
life-which relieve arthritis sufferers or cure schizophrenia-would
have priority over those which merely postpone the patient's death.

1 Klein, Rudolf, The PoliticalQuarterly, 1974, in press.
2 d'Iribarne, P., Analyse et Prevision, December 1969.
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To assess what advances in treatment we can afford, we need infor-
mation on (1) the effectiveness of various treatments (and programmes

of primary and secondary prevention); (2) the efficiency (in terms of
organization and optimum use of personnel and resources) with which
these services are organized; and (3) the cost of the services. Much of
this information is lacking,' and the remedy must come mainly from
randomized clinical trials, examinations of management in the
organization of our health services, and from economic cost/benefit
studies. In time, this approach should allow us to obtain an optional
Health Service for a given cost.
The proportion of our resources that should be spent on such health

services research is a matter for debate, but my own view is that it
should be much more than at present. It is probably desirable to look
at effectiveness, efficiency, and cost together and it is reassuring to
find that the more expensive treatments are not always the better. For
example, Piachaud and Weddell2 found that the clinical results of
injection-compression treatment and surgical treatment for varicose
veins were similar but that the costs to the Health Service and to the
community were greater for the latter.

Nevertheless, this logical approach is really applicable to the
therapeutic (or preventive) services only. Part of the N.H.S.
provides what Professor Cochrane terms "board and lodging and
tender, loving, care" and this important aspect of the health services
is more difficult to evaluate. "Equality" of such care in different areas
and for different types of patient should be an aim of the N.H.S. But
I believe that, as well as the established therapeutic or care aspects,
there is another activity of the health services: "experimental" (if
fairly new) or "traditional" (if long established) procedures which have
never been proved to have a therapeutic effect. What proportion of
Health Service time these activities take up is obviously conjectural
but it may be much larger than most doctors realize. Experimental and
traditional procedures must be evaluated, usually by randomized
trials. The timing of such evaluation of "experimental" procedures is
critical. If completed too early a possible therapeutic advance may be
missed (for example, the early kidney transplants were largely
unsuccessful, but much progress has been made since). If evaluation
is left too long, a randomized trial may not be possible and an experi-
mental procedure may become a traditional one without proper
evaluation.

In attempting to answer the question "What advances in treatment
can we afford ?" the greatest difficulty is usually in comparing the new
advance (about which there may be much information) against the
"experimental" and "traditional" procedures (about which there is
little). Nevertheless, if more money cannot be spent on the Health
Service, it is not possible to afford any new advances (assuming they
are not more efficient or cheaper) unless the proportions of "experi-
mental" and "traditional" are decreased or the costs of "care" are
reduced.

How Should the Information be Passed on?

Much information on the effectiveness and efficiency of treatments,
and some data on costs, are published in scientific journals-often
with a very limited circulation among both consultants and general
practitioners. We need more review articles, perhaps written jointly
by research workers and practising clinicians and published in medical
journals with a wide circulation. Such articles are not easy to write
and may often stimulate criticism, but this seems the best way to get
the findings of recent research to practising doctors. An alternative
approach, previously reserved for exceptional circumstances or
special problems, is the judgement of a team of experts such as that
which led to the Chief Medical Officer at the Department of Health
to issue a letter to heart surgeons recommending that no more heart
transplants should be undertaken in Britain.3 In times of financial
difficulty I believe the Department of Health should more often
convey such recommendations of expert panels to the medical
profession.

1 Cochrane, A. L., Effectiveness and Efficiency. London, Nuffield Provincial
Hospitals Trust, 1972.

2 Paichaud, D., and Weddell, J. M., International Journal of Epidemiology,
1972, 1, 287.

3 British MedicalJournal, 1973, 1, 374.
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